1.. Introduction {#S0001}
================

Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a mental disorder that can develop in the aftermath of a traumatic event. Approximately seven out of 100 individuals will develop PTSD during their lifetime (de Vries & Olff, [2009](#CIT0019)), with the experience of man-made traumas being linked to a particularly high risk of PTSD development, longer symptom duration and slower symptom recovery (Kessler et al., [2017](#CIT0043)). Simultaneously, PTSD is associated with high personal and public healthcare costs (Lamoureux-Lamarche, Vasiliadis, Préville, & Berbiche, [2016](#CIT0046); Walker et al., [2003](#CIT0073)).

Notably, not all trauma-exposed individuals develop PTSD, raising the question of which factors increase or lower the risk of PTSD development. Previous meta-analyses and review articles have primarily focused on risk factors that significantly increase the probability of PTSD development (Brewin, Andrews, & Valentine, [2000](#CIT0014); DiGangi et al., [2013](#CIT0020); Ozer, Best, Lipsey, & Weiss, [2003](#CIT0056); Sareen, [2014](#CIT0060)). However, as it is equally important to identify factors linked to resilient outcomes, recent research has turned towards protective and resistance factors (Agaibi & Wilson, [2005](#CIT0001); Hoge, Austin, & Pollack, [2007](#CIT0037)). In this context, sense of coherence (SOC), a key component of the salutogenesis framework (Antonovsky, [1979](#CIT0007), [1987](#CIT0008)), is defined as 'a global orientation that expresses the extent to which one has a pervasive and enduring, though dynamic, feeling of confidence that one's internal and external environments are predictable, and that there is a high probability that things will work out as well as can reasonably be expected' (Antonovsky, [1979](#CIT0007); for a detailed introduction to salutogenesis and SOC, see Mittelmark et al., [2017](#CIT0052)). SOC uniquely combines relevant aspects of behavioural, cognitive and motivational resistance (Almedom, [2005](#CIT0002); Mittelmark et al., [2017](#CIT0052)) and thus has an advantage over other resistance factors that may protect an individual from the negative effects of adversity (e.g. self-efficacy, hardiness and trait-resilience). The SOC concept further comprises meaning making, one of the core aspects in established PTSD treatments (Schnyder et al., [2015](#CIT0062)). Because of this outstanding role of SOC as a resistance factor (Almedom & Glandon, [2007](#CIT0003)) and findings demonstrating the incremental validity of SOC above other factors in the prediction of PTSD symptoms[^1^](#EN0001) (e.g. Glück, Tran, Raninger, & Lueger-Schuster, [2016](#CIT0031); Streb, Häller, & Michael, [2014](#CIT0066)), the current meta-analysis aims to provide a first estimation of the mean population effect for the relationship between SOC -- as a comprehensive resistance factor -- and post-traumatic stress symptoms.

In contrast to other resistance factors, SOC may provide a fuller understanding of the dynamic processes resulting in resilient outcomes after stressful or traumatic life events. As displayed in [Figure 1](#F0001), according to the salutogenic model, general (and specific) resistance resources[^2^](#EN0002) \[(G)RR\] are formed during childhood and adolescence and result from specific characteristics of an individual, a group or a community, or even situations (Mittelmark et al., [2017](#CIT0052)). They facilitate coping with stressors and simultaneously enable the development (and subsequent reinforcement) of SOC. During adolescence, stressful life events are assumed to temporarily weaken the developing SOC but may nonetheless result in recovered or even higher levels of SOC if successfully managed (Braun-Lewensohn, Sagy, Sabato, & Galili, [2013](#CIT0013)). Consequently, individuals with a strong SOC are able to clarify and structure the nature of stressors (the 'comprehensibility' component of SOC) (Cederblad, Dahlin, Hagnell, & Hansson, [1994](#CIT0016)). Moreover, these individuals are certain of possessing sufficient resources \[(G)RR, internal or external\] that can be applied appropriately to different stressors ('manageability' component). They further believe that the emerging stressor is worth facing ('meaningfulness' component), providing them with the necessary motivation to apply an appropriate coping strategy. Thus, based on the salutogenic theory, the relationship between SOC and health, including post-traumatic stress, is mediated by the presence and subsequent appropriate use of (G)RR (Mittelmark et al., [2017](#CIT0052)). Unlike the relationship between SOC and health (Eriksson & Lindström, [2006](#CIT0024)), the mediating link of (G)RR has been less extensively studied (Mittelmark et al., [2017](#CIT0052)). However, those studies addressing these effects question the role of (G)RR as a mediating variable by ascertaining SOC as a mediator between (G)RR and health (Read, Aunola, Feldt, Leinonen, & Ruoppila, [2005](#CIT0058)) and by identifying SOC as an autonomous resource not necessarily depending on (G)RR (Suominen, Blomberc, Helenius, & Koskenvuo, [1999](#CIT0067)).10.1080/20008198.2018.1562839-F0001Figure 1.Schematic illustration of the theoretical framework concerning the relationship between sense of coherence and health outcomes, especially post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) symptom severity.

Concerning the relationship between SOC and PTSD symptoms, in line with the salutogenic theory, numerous cross-sectional studies (e.g. Kazlauskas, Gailiene, Vaskeliene, & Skeryte-Kazlauskiene, [2017](#CIT0041); Veronese & Pepe, [2014](#CIT0069)) have described a negative relationship between SOC and PTSD symptom severity: higher SOC levels were linked to less severe PTSD symptoms in the aftermath of a stressful or traumatic event, whereby the relationship varied in size. However, less is known regarding SOC's causal influence on PTSD development. To our knowledge, only one longitudinal study has provided insight into SOC's role as a pre-trauma factor modulating individual responses to traumatic experiences. In a prospective study, Engelhard, van den Hout, and Vlaeyen ([2003](#CIT0023)) showed that high levels of SOC measured in early pregnancy predicted the occurrence of fewer PTSD symptoms after pregnancy loss. In line with the salutogenic theory, the authors concluded that individuals with high SOC levels may be more effective and/or efficient in mobilizing resources, i.e. (G)RR, after traumatic experiences. Accordingly, the relationship between SOC and PTSD symptoms was mediated by crisis support after pregnancy loss, which may relate to the more efficient use of (G)RR, resulting in better coping activities. Other studies that reported longitudinal findings on SOC and PTSD did not assess SOC as a pre-trauma factor (e.g. Schnyder, Moergeli, Klaghofer, & Buddeberg, [2001](#CIT0063)).

In addition, several studies have focused on the influence of traumatic events on individual SOC levels. Overall, the evidence suggests that SOC scores decline following stressful or traumatic life events (Carmel & Bernstein, [1989](#CIT0015); Schnyder, Büchi, Sensky, & Klaghofer, [2000](#CIT0061); Volanen, Suominen, Lahelma, Koskenvuo, & Silventoinen, [2007](#CIT0072)).

Hence, numerous cross-sectional studies identified SOC as an important correlate of PTSD symptom severity in the aftermath of a traumatic event. However, the magnitude of the relationship varied between studies, and research investigating the causal influence of SOC on PTSD symptom development is missing.

1.1.. Investigated moderating variables {#S0001-S2001}
---------------------------------------

Given the outlined heterogeneity, it is crucial to understand which variables may explain differences in effect sizes.

### 1.1.1.. Study and sample characteristics {#S0001-S2001-S3001}

Publication year is regularly investigated as a moderating variable, as the year of publication may reflect improvements of measures or study design over time. In addition, sample characteristics such as mean age or gender are examined, as they have been found to be relevant for PTSD (Olff, [2017](#CIT0055)) and SOC (Kivimäki, Feldt, Vahtera, & Nurmi, [2000](#CIT0045)).

### 1.1.2.. SOC measure {#S0001-S2001-S3002}

Almost all studies[^3^](#EN0003) investigating the relationship between SOC and post-traumatic stress use the SOC scale developed by Antonovsky in its short 13-item version or its longer 29-item version as a quantitative measure of SOC (Antonovsky, [1987](#CIT0008), [1993](#CIT0009)). Irrespective of their frequent use, Antonovsky's SOC scales have been repeatedly criticized owing to psychometric and conceptual problems (Bachem & Maercker, [2018](#CIT0010); Gruszczynska, [2006](#CIT0032)). Several studies showed that the three suggested factors, manageability, comprehensibility and meaningfulness, could not be identified using factor analysis (Flannery & Flannery, [1990](#CIT0027); Frenz, Carey, & Jorgensen, [1993](#CIT0030)). Moreover, scores on the SOC scales and depression and anxiety scores were found to be highly correlated with zero-order correlations above *r* = −.70 for depression and *r* = −.80 for anxiety symptoms (Flannery & Flannery, [1990](#CIT0027); Gruszczynska, [2006](#CIT0032)). Therefore, it has been argued that SOC -- as operationalized by the Antonovsky scales ([1987](#CIT0008), [1993](#CIT0009)) -- is the opposite of  depression or anxiousness and reflects general mental health rather than a discrete concept. In spite of this criticism, the use of either the short or the long version of the Antonovsky scales ([1987](#CIT0008), [1993](#CIT0009)) should not influence the relationship between SOC and PTSD symptom severity if both scales target the same concept. However, if using the short or long version affected the results, this would point to undesirable method effects and further strengthen the methodological criticism of the Antonovsky scales ([1987](#CIT0008), [1993](#CIT0009)).

### 1.1.3.. PTSD measure {#S0001-S2001-S3003}

Similarly to SOC, PTSD symptoms can be assessed using different instruments. To investigate their influence on the relationship of interest, the two most frequently used questionnaires, the Impact of Event Scale (IES) (Horowitz, Wilner, & Alvarez, [1979](#CIT0038)) and the Posttraumatic Stress Diagnostic Scale (PDS) (Foa, Cashman, Jaycox, & Perry, [1997](#CIT0028)) as well as their more recent versions were coded as moderators to investigate method effects caused by the specific PTSD assessment.

### 1.1.4.. Criterion A {#S0001-S2001-S3004}

Not all included studies explicitly state that participants' traumatic experiences fulfilled criterion A according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th Edition, Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR) (American Psychiatric Association, [2000](#CIT0004)) or the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th Edition (DSM-5) (American Psychiatric Association, [2013](#CIT0005)). To fulfil criterion A of the DSM-5 PTSD criteria, an individual has to experience or personally witness a traumatic event or hear about trauma exposure of a close relative or friend. Furthermore, repeated indirect exposure to extremely aversive details of events in the course of professional duties (e.g. police officers, first responders) is also included in this definition (American Psychiatric Association, [2013](#CIT0005)). In some cases, criterion A was not ensured on an individual basis but had occurred in all likelihood (high-risk samples) while the events in other samples did not fulfil the diagnostic criterion (e.g. stressful life event as opposed to criterion A trauma). Therefore, it is plausible to assume that the relationship between SOC and PTSD symptom severity may vary between samples fulfilling the stringent criteria (criterion A ensured on an individual basis) and those that do not.

### 1.1.5.. Type of trauma {#S0001-S2001-S3005}

A further frequently used categorization within PTSD relates to the nature of the experienced trauma, as different trauma types are linked to differing risks of PTSD development (Kessler et al., [2017](#CIT0043)). Therefore, the varying nature of the traumatic stressors, such as Holocaust and wartime experiences, accidents, medical treatment or chronic professional exposure to aversive situations, may also moderate the relationship between SOC and PTSD severity scores.

### 1.1.6.. Acute versus chronic stressors {#S0001-S2001-S3006}

The nature of a stressor as rather acute or chronic (Baum, O'Keeffe, & Davidson, [1990](#CIT0011)) may also influence the relationship between SOC and PTSD symptom severity. Thus, traumatic stressors were coded as short (e.g. road traffic accidents) or enduring (e.g. Holocaust or war traumatization) and investigated as a potential moderator.

1.2.. Aim of the current meta-analysis {#S0001-S2002}
--------------------------------------

In spite of the highlighted relevance of SOC in the context of PTSD, to date, a review and meta-analysis on the frequently studied relationship between SOC levels and PTSD symptom severity is still lacking. However, such a meta-analysis is essential to estimate the population effect and to test the relationship's robustness across different sample types and other influencing variables. Based on the heterogeneity in the literature, it is important to answer two questions by meta-analytical means: (1) What is the magnitude of the relationship between SOC levels and PTSD symptom severity? (2) Is the relationship between SOC and PTSD moderated by study and sample characteristics, type of measure or type of traumatic stressor? Thus, the objectives of this meta-analysis are to provide a systematic overview of existing -- nearly exclusively cross-sectional -- studies and to estimate a mean weighted population correlation coefficient of the relationship between SOC and PTSD symptom severity for the first time. The derived findings will serve as a rationale and basis for future research to examine SOC's precise mode of action with respect to PTSD development and course.

2.. Methods {#S0002}
===========

2.1.. Literature search {#S0002-S2001}
-----------------------

This meta-analysis was prepared using the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines set out by Moher, Liberati, Tetzlaff, and Altman; PRISMA Group ([2009](#CIT0053)).

2.2.. Compilation of databases {#S0002-S2002}
------------------------------

First, the research team identified a set of relevant search terms by using brainstorming techniques and by considering Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms for PubMed searches. They were chosen to cover the most commonly used terms in the PTSD and SOC literature. Secondly, we conducted a literature search on title, abstracts and keywords (if possible) in five databases: EBSCOhost (PsycINFO and PsycARTICLES), Published International Literature on Traumatic Stress (PILOTS), PubMed (including MEDLINE), Scopus, and Web of Science. Further to identifying relevant records in these databases, Google Scholar was used as an inclusive search engine to search for potentially relevant papers that cited previously identified records. Search words, search engines and hits per search engine are displayed in [Figure 2](#F0002). The search phase was completed on 30 April 2018.10.1080/20008198.2018.1562839-F0002Figure 2.Search terms and search engines, as well as hits per included database.

2.3.. Inclusion criteria {#S0002-S2003}
------------------------

Studies were included that met the following criteria. (1) The study used a sample of participants who either had experienced an event they may have perceived as traumatic or came from a population with an increased risk of having experienced a traumatic or stressful life event (such as refugees or those accessing addiction services). Some of the studies did not ensure that the reported events fulfilled criterion A of a traumatic stressor according to DSM-IV-TR or DSM-5 (American Psychiatric Association, [2000](#CIT0004), [2013](#CIT0005)). However, owing to the wide range of events in the literature, it was decided to include these samples and to assess the difference in diagnostic accuracy as a moderating variable. (2) Either the study either reported zero-order correlations between SOC and PTSD severity, or the authors sent us such a correlation coefficient. (3) SOC and PTSD severity were both assessed using well-established questionnaires or a clinical interview including a severity rating in the case of PTSD. Studies were excluded if they assessed psychological distress but did not specifically report PTSD symptomatology, or if they assessed symptoms less than 1 month following the potentially traumatic event (i.e. identifying symptoms of acute stress disorder, rather than PTSD). (4) Participants were older than 18 years at the time of the assessment, although studies with participants older than 18 years who had experienced traumatic events as children were included. (5) The study or at least the abstract and all relevant information was published in the English language.

2.4.. Exclusion of studies {#S0002-S2004}
--------------------------

In total, 492 studies were identified through database searches. Of these, 132 papers were excluded as duplicates, resulting in 360 studies of which title, abstract and keywords were checked for potential elligibility. Thereby, 259 records were excluded, resulting in 101 articles, the full texts of which were checked for meeting the inclusion criteria. Of these 101 articles, 60 did not fulfil the inclusion criteria. However, if the paper contained substantial information on the relationship between SOC and PTSD severity but no correlation coefficient was reported (e.g. regression coefficients in a non-bivariate model), we contacted the authors by email and asked them to send us the relevant zero-order correlation. By this means, two additional correlations could be included. Subsequently, Google Scholar was used to identify and inspect all articles citing the hitherto included studies based on title and abstract. Hereby, two further studies could be identified. Thus, 45 studies (containing 47 samples) were used for the main analysis. (For a detailed overview see [Figure 3](#F0003).)10.1080/20008198.2018.1562839-F0003Figure 3.Flowchart of the study selection process, adapted from the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) group (Moher et al., [2009](#CIT0053)).

2.5.. Coding of measures {#S0002-S2005}
------------------------

The correlation (*r*) between SOC score and PTSD severity as main effect size was coded by two independent coders (SS and one student member of the research team) by making a note of all bivariate correlation coefficients reported for one sample as well as the sample size (*n*). Inter-rater agreements were 89% for *r* and 94% for *n*. All disagreements could be resolved by reassessing the relevant paper. In addition, one author (SS) coded all the aforementioned moderator variables for all included samples. Hence, for each sample the year of publication, the used version of SOC measurement (short vs long version of Antonovsky's SOC scale vs other measurement), the PTSD measure \[IES(-R) vs PDS vs other measurement\] and participants' mean age were coded. Moreover, the percentage of female participants, the certainty of criterion A fulfilment (criterion A ensured on an individual basis vs high-risk sample vs stressful life event not fulfilling criterion A), the type of trauma (accidental trauma vs professional trauma vs medical trauma vs Holocaust or war trauma) and the duration of the traumatic stressor (short vs long) were documented. In seven unclear cases, two supervisors (AH and TM) made an independent decision, which coincided in all cases.

2.6.. Theory and meta-analytical procedure {#S0002-S2006}
------------------------------------------

### 2.6.1.. Main meta-analysis {#S0002-S2006-S3001}

The meta-analysis followed the guidelines proposed by Field and Gillett ([2010](#CIT0026)), using R version 3.3.1 (R Development Core Team, [2017](#CIT0057)) and the *metafor* package (Viechtbauer, [2010](#CIT0070)). All analyses relied on a random-effects model owing to an assumed varying true effect between different studies. In addition, the random-effects model allows for conclusions applicable not only to the included samples but also to a broader population. Each analysis was based on a maximum-likelihood estimation of the mean weighted correlation, *M*(*r*), as an estimate of population effect size as well as its 95% confidence bounds (CI~l~ and CI~u~) as an indicator of significance. Moreover, the variability of effect sizes in the population (*τ*^2^) and the *Q* statistic are reported to assess the remaining heterogeneity of effect sizes. A significant *Q* statistic is associated with substantial remaining heterogeneity. In addition, *I*^2^ was computed as a further estimation of heterogeneity (Higgins & Thompson, [2002](#CIT0034)). *I*^2^ describes the extent to which the observed variance reflects real differences in effect sizes and thereby can be regarded as signal-to-noise ratio. It ranges from 0% to 100%; 25% can be considered as low, 50% as moderate and 75% as high heterogeneity (Higgins, Thompson, Deeks, & Altman, [2003](#CIT0035)).

### 2.6.2.. Calculation of sample effect sizes {#S0002-S2006-S3002}

The coded correlation between SOC scores and PTSD severity was used as the effect measure. In some cases, more than one correlation per sample was reported owing to follow-up surveys or the use of different PTSD scales. Correlations were aggregated by using Fisher's *Z* transformation and a weighted mean correlation was calculated for each sample to avoid including a sample more than once. In one case, an odds ratio was transformed into a correlation coefficient using an online tool for effect size computation (Lenhard & Lenhard, [2016](#CIT0047)).

### 2.6.3.. Outlier and influential analyses {#S0002-S2006-S3003}

Outlier and influential analyses were also conducted within the *metafor* package (Viechtbauer, [2010](#CIT0070)). Outliers were identified by computing studentized deleted residuals (SDRs) for each study. These represent the deviation of the correlation of a single sample from the weighted mean correlation of all other included samples. Studies with SDRs below −1.96 and above +1.96 were regarded as outliers. Cook's distance (CD) and COVRATIO values were used to judge the influence of outliers on the mean correlation for each sample. CD can be interpreted as the Mahalanobis distance of the predicted average correlations of a meta-analysis with and without each sample. Studies with CD values greater than .45 were regarded as having substantial influence on the mean effect (Cook & Weisberg, [1982](#CIT0018)). The COVRATIO of a study describes the change in the variance--covariance matrix of the parameter estimates when excluding one sample. According to Viechtbauer and Cheung ([2010](#CIT0071)), a COVRATIO smaller than 1 indicates that the exclusion of the concerned study improves the precision of model parameters. In the following, the meta-analytical results are reported with and without outliers to allow for a direct comparison.

### 2.6.4.. Moderator analyses {#S0002-S2006-S3004}

For the assessment of moderator effects, we used two methods: fractioning and meta-regression (Viechtbauer, [2010](#CIT0070)). Within the fractioning method used for nominally scaled variables such as SOC scale type, we conducted a separate meta-analysis for each level of the moderator variable. A significant moderating effect is assumed if the 95% confidence bounds of at least two levels of the moderator variable do not overlap. In contrast, meta-regression was used to examine the moderating effects of interval scaled variables (e.g. participants' age). This version of regression analysis predicts effect sizes as a linear function of the sample's value on a defined moderator variable. The significance of such moderator effects can be assessed by means of the *QM* statistic. In addition, zero-order correlations of moderator variables were calculated to evaluate confounding factors of each moderator analysis.

### 2.6.5.. Identification of publication bias {#S0002-S2006-S3005}

As the analyses solely relied on published studies, the possibility of publication bias must be considered. Publication bias describes the phenomenon that significant results are more likely to be published than non-significant ones. In the presence of publication bias, a meta-analytical evaluation of the mean effect size can lead to a considerable overestimation of the true population effect. To identify a possible bias in the data, funnel plots (Light & Pillemer, [1984](#CIT0048)) and rank correlations (Begg & Mazumdar, [1994](#CIT0012)) were used. The non-parametric correlation coefficient Kendall's *τ* describes the association of variances and effect sizes and thereby assesses funnel plot asymmetries. Furthermore, to correct for a potential influence of publication bias, the trim-and-fill method was applied (Duval & Tweedie, [2000](#CIT0022)). This approach assumes that all effect sizes are distributed normally around the mean population effect when displaying them in a funnel plot. In case of a violation of this normal distribution, the trim-and-fill algorithm supplements missing effect sizes, and a new main analysis based on the included and added samples is conducted. Its results indicate the findings of a meta-analysis in the absence of the publication bias.

### 2.6.6.. Correcting for small samples {#S0002-S2006-S3006}

Smaller samples can have a larger impact on meta-analytical results in random-effects models, especially in the presence of publication bias. Henmi and Copas ([2010](#CIT0033)) developed a method to correct this biasing influence on the weighted mean effect size and its confidence boundaries by using fixed-effects assumptions and allowing additional heterogeneity. The results of all variants of the main analysis and the moderator analyses for the nominally scaled variables are also presented in a corrected version. For the interval scaled variables, this correction cannot be applied.

3.. Results {#S0003}
===========

3.1.. Sample description {#S0003-S2001}
------------------------

The total sample consisted of *N* = 10,883 participants out of 47 samples (reported in 45 articles). After outlier exclusion (see [Section 3.4](#S0003-S2004)), the sample contained *N =* 7986 individuals out of 43 samples (reported in 41 articles). The mean weighted age was *M* = 38.33 years (*SD *= 9.41; without outliers: *M* = 38.47, *SD* = 10.38). Overall, 43% of the participants were female (without outliers: 41%). [Table 1](#T0001) displays the included samples along with samples sizes, correlation coefficients and other sample characteristics (for an extended version including all moderator variables, see [Appendix A](#app0001)).10.1080/20008198.2018.1562839-T0001Table 1.Included samples and their characteristics. SampleCountry*nr*Age (years)Female (%)Criterion ATrauma typeAcute vs chronic1Arévalo, Prado, and Amaro (2008)USA393−.2233.701002  2Cassel and Suedfeld (2006)Canada45−.52 622WTChronic4Dudek and Szymczak (2011)Poland453−.4728.5001PT 5Dudek and Szymczak (2011)Poland821−.3533.5001PT 3Dudek and Koniarek (2000)Poland378−.2734.0002PT 6Ekblad and Wennström (1997)Sweden33−.5339.00612WTChronic7Engelhard et al. ([2003](#CIT0023))Netherlands117−.2531.001003MTAcute8Ferrajão and Oliveira ([2016](#CIT0025))\*Portugal120−.8564.0002WTChronic9Forstmeier et al. ([2009](#CIT0029))Germany103−.3078.7812WTChronic10François, Brouette, Etienne, and Fontaine (2000)France14−.5940.28501  11Frommberger et al. (1999)Germany51−.5633.60331ATAcute12Glück et al. ([2016](#CIT0031))Austria91−.5873.60682WTChronic13Hepp, Moergeli, Büchi, Wittmann, and Schnyder (2005)Switzerland101−.3437.90261ATAcute14Hollifield, Warner, Krakow, Jenkins, and Westermeyer (2009)USA252−.4244.00462WTChronic15Hyun Ju (2017)Korea162−.39 932PT 16Jonsson, Segesten, and Mattsson (2003)Sweden223−.3538.36212PT 17Kaiser, Sattler, Bellack, and Dersin (1996)USA193−.2419.54641 Acute18Kassen and DiLalla (2008) 51−.4433.50432PT 19Kazlauskas et al. ([2017](#CIT0041))Lithuania110−.3644.65682  20Kaźmierczak, Strelau, and Zawadzki (2016)Poland289−.3944.00341ATAcute21Kindermann et al. (2017)Germany64−.5337.00562PT 22Scheffer Lindgren and Renck (2008)Sweden14−.5238.001001 Chronic23Livneh and Martz (2014)\*USA95−.7147.50302  24Mehnert et al. ([2012](#CIT0051))Germany71−.1848.0001PTAcute25Nielsen, Matthiesen, and Einarsen (2008)Norway221−.4150.47633 Chronic26Nishi et al. ([2010](#CIT0054))Japan118−.4739.7028.001ATAcute27Noyman-Veksler, Herishanu-Gilutz, Kofman, Holchberg, and Shahar (2015)Israel92−.4428.701003MTAcute28Pham, Vinck, Kinkodi, and Weinstein (2010)\*Congo2466−.6637.00502WTChronic29Ratzer, Brink, Knudsen, and Elklit (2014)Denmark43−.3640.40421MT 30Römisch, Leban, Habermas, and Döll-Hentschker (2014)Germany14−.1532.001001  32Schnyder, Büchi, Mörgeli, Sensky, and Klaghofer (1999)Switzerland112−.3537.90261ATAcute31Schnyder, Wittmann, Friedrich-Perez, Hepp, and Moergeli (2008)Switzerland241−.2441.40332ATAcute33Sommer and Ehlert (2004)Switzerland519−.1844.042.002ATAcute34Steinlin et al. (2017)Switzerland235−.3738.60612PT 35Stramrood et al. (2011)Netherlands428−.5932.001003MTAcute36Streb et al. ([2014](#CIT0066))Switzerland/Lichtenstein625−.4436.60312PT 38Tagay, Erim, Brähler, and Senf (2006)Germany389−.5435.5068.30   37Tagay, Schlottbohm, Reyes-Rodriguez, Repic, and Senf (2014)Germany103−.2429.111002  39Teegen and Handwerk (2006)Germany59−.5482.001002WTChronic40Tham, Christensson, and Lena Ryding (2007)Sweden75−.2932.701003MTAcute41van der Hal-van Raalte, van IJzendoorn, and Bakermans--Kranenburg (2008)Israel203−.4364.60632WTChronic44Veronese, Fiore, Castiglioni, el Kawaja, and Said (2012)Israel114−.2429.85662PT 43Veronese and Pepe ([2014](#CIT0069))\*Israel216−.1530.37442PT 42Veronese and Pepe (2017)Israel159−.2829.13472PT 45Wettergren, Langius, Bjorkholm, and Bjorvell (1999)Sweden15−.2237.0040.001MTChronic46Zerach and Levin (2018)Israel102−.2143.5902PT 47Zerach and Levin (2018) 90−.6036.2802PT [^2][^3]

3.2.. Overview of study results {#S0003-S2002}
-------------------------------

[Figure 4](#F0004) presents the forest plot of all included samples (for detailed references of all studies, see [Appendix B](#app0002)). The outcome axis ranges from −1 to .50 and shows the correlation coefficient *r* per sample and its confidence interval. Numerically higher negative correlations equate to a stronger negative relationship between SOC and PTSD symptoms, i.e. higher SOC is linked to less severe PTSD symptoms. It is of note that the effect sizes of all samples show a rather large range (−.15 ≥ *r* ≥ −.85). While the range of the middle 75% was smaller, it remained considerable (−.22 ≥ *r* ≥ −.58). However, all effect sizes were negative or showed at least a trend towards a negative relationship between SOC and PTSD symptom severity. Only in three samples (6.4%) did the confidence boundaries include zero, while all others reported significant negative correlations.

3.3.. Meta-analytical results {#S0003-S2003}
-----------------------------

The meta-analytical results are presented in [Table 2](#T0002). An analysis including all samples yielded a medium (Cohen, [1988](#CIT0017)) mean effect size of *M*(*r*) = −.41, indicating that higher levels of SOC are associated with less severe PTSD symptoms. As the 95% confidence boundaries \[−.36 ≥ *M*(*r*) ≥ −.46\] did not include zero, the population effect can be regarded as significant. However, the population variance *τ*^2^ = .02 shows that the included effect sizes are not homogeneous. Correspondingly, an *I*^2^-value of 89.35% and a significant *Q*-test for heterogeneity \[*Q*(46) = 695.52, *p* \< .001\] highlight the amount of remaining variance. This provides a further rationale for conducting moderator analyses to identify variables that influence the variance of effect sizes.10.1080/20008198.2018.1562839-T0002Table 2.Results of the main analyses and nominally scaled moderator variables.Analysis*kM*(*r*)*τ*^2^95% CI~u~95% CI~l~*Q*df*pI*^2^All studies47−.41.02−.36−.46695.5246\< .00189.35  −.53.04−.40−.66    Without outliers43−.39.01−.35−.43172.5642\< .00172.56  −.40.01−.35−.45    **SOC version**         SOC-1318−.42.02−.35−.4981.5117\< .00177.18  −.46.02−.36−.56    SOC-2916−.35.01−.29−.4137.6615.00158.08  −.33.01−.25−.40    **PTSD measure**         IES(-R)11−.40.01−.33−.4722.6110.01252.44  −.44.01−.33−.54    PDS8−.32.01−.22−.4135.947\< .00176.70  −.33.01−.17−.50    Other measures19−.41.01−.34−.47103.0718\< .00180.11  −.42.01−.34−.51    **DSM criterion A**         Ensured on individual basis14−.39.00−.33−.4422.0613.05543.49  −.39.00−.31−.47    High-risk samples23−.37.01−.32.4385.9522\< .00173.97  −.36.01−.30−.43    Stressful life events not fulfilling criterion A5−.42.02−.29−.5422.844\< .00178.76  −.50.02−.22−.78    **Trauma type**         Accidental traumas (e.g. traffic accidents)7−.35.01−.25−.4525.116\< .00174.35  −.32.01−.17−.46    Professional traumas14−.38.01−.32−.4440.4013\< .00171.72  −.39.01−.32−.46    Medical traumas6−.40.02−.26−.5321.915\< .00169.82  −.52.02−.17−.86    Holocaust and war traumas7−.47.00−.40−.548.326.21529.38  −.46.00−.39−.54    **Duration of traumatic stressor**         Short13−.35.02−.27−.4386.9412\< .00178.77  −.39.03−.25−.53    Long9−.45.00−.40−.519.598.29514.70  −.45.00−.39−.51    [^4][^5]10.1080/20008198.2018.1562839-T0003Table 3.Results for the interval scaled moderator variables.Analysis*kτ*^2^*QM*df*p~QM~R*^2^*Q*df*p~Q~I*^2^Publication year43.01.841.3586.28160.3441\< .00171.10Percentage of females (%)43.011.221.2704.76156.1441\< .00170.88Age41.012.121.1455.57170.3439\< .00172.58[^6][^7]10.1080/20008198.2018.1562839-T0004Table 4.Pearson correlations of the moderator variables (outliers excluded).  12345671Publication year*43*      2Percentage of females (%).08*43*     3Age.10−.08*41*    4SOC scale version \[SOC-13 (1) vs SOC-29 (2)\]−.21−.40\*−.13*34*   5PTSD measure \[IES (1) vs PDS (2)\].13.32.32−.14*19*  6Trauma criterion A \[stringent criteria (1) vs high-risk samples (2)\].27.13.29−.31.22*37* 7Duration of stressor \[short (1) vs long (2)\]−.01.07.67\*\*−.27−.10.65\*\**22*[^8][^9][^10]10.1080/20008198.2018.1562839-T0006Table C1.Results of the main analyses and nominally scaled moderator variables (outliers included).Analysis*kM*(*r*)*τ*^2^95% CI~u~95% CI~l~*Q*df*pI*^2^All studies47−.41.02−.36−.46695.5246\< .00189.35  −.53.04−.40−.66    Without outliers43−.39.01−.35−.43172.5642\< .00172.56  −.40.01−.35−.45    **SOC version**         SOC-1319−.44.02−.37−.51195.2418\< .00187.57  −.59.02−.41−.76    SOC-2919−.40.03−.31−.49365.2518\< .00189.05  −.51.08−.30−.71    **PTSD measure**         IES(-R)13−.42.03−.30−.53221.7312\< .00189.59  −.59.07−.31−.86    PDS8−.32.01−.22−.4135.947\< .00176.70  −.33.01−.17−.50    Other measures21−.44.02−.37−.51287.8620\< .00190.74  −.56.03−.39−.73    **Trauma criterion A**         Ensured on individual basis14−.39.00−.33−.4422.0613.05543.49  −.39.00−.31−.47    High-risk samples27−.41.03−.34−.48569.1526\< .00192.99  −.56.05−.37−.76    Stressful life events not fulfilling criterion A5−.42.02−.29−.5422.844\< .00178.76  −.51.02−.23−.78    **Type of trauma**         Accidental traumas (e.g. traffic accidents)7−.35.01−.25−.4525.116\< .00174.35  −.31.06−.17−.45    Professional traumas15−.36.01−.30−.4252.5714\< .00177.59  −.38.01−.30−.46    Medical traumas6−.40.02−.26−.5321.915\< .00169.82  −.52.02−.17−.86    Holocaust and war traumas9−.55.02−.44−.66114.018\< .00193.35  −.66.02−.34−.99    **Duration of**\
**traumatic stressor**         Short13−.35.02−.27−.4386.9412\< .00178.77  −.39.03−.25−.53    Long11−.53.02−.42−.63136.1110\< .00192.33  −.66.02−.37−.94    [^11]

3.4.. Outlier and influence analyses {#S0003-S2004}
------------------------------------

[Figure 5](#F0005) presents the results of the outlier and influence analyses. The SDRs did not exceed the defined cut-off value for substantial outliers, except for samples 8 and 23. The CD was below the cut-off of .45 for all included samples. Considering COVRATIO, samples 8 and 23 as well as samples 28 and 43 caused a considerable change in the variance--covariance matrix when excluded, and fell below the cut-off. Thus, with reference to all influence statistics, samples 8, 23, 28 and 43 were defined as outliers. All of them reported exceptionally large (samples 8, 23 and 28) or small (sample 43) effect sizes. To assess the impact of outlying studies on the result, the meta-analysis was conducted using a total sample including and excluding outlying studies.

[Table 2](#T0002) provides the results of the main analysis without the outlying samples. While the mean correlation slightly decreased to *r *= −.39 \[compared to *M*(*r*) = −.41 including the outliers\], excluding the identified outliers led to a decrease in the variance of effect sizes from *τ*^2^ = .02 to *τ*^2^ = .01. The confidence boundaries of both main analyses were almost identical \[−.36 ≤ *M*(*r*) ≤ −.46 vs −.35 ≤ *M*(*r*) ≤ −.43\]. Thus, the results of the main analysis can be considered as robust against outliers. However, outlying studies may affect the moderator analyses to a greater extent, especially in the case of smaller subsample meta-analyses. Consequently, to avoid distorted results and the overestimation of the influence of moderating variables, the identified outliers were excluded from all moderator analyses. All results for the moderator analyses based on the total sample are provided in [Appendix C](#app0003). Patterns of findings did not differ, irrespective of outlier inclusion or exclusion.

3.5.. Moderator analyses {#S0003-S2005}
------------------------

The results of the moderator analyses for the nominally scaled variables are displayed in [Table 2](#T0002), whereas the interval scaled variables are shown in [Table 3](#T0003). Since the confidence intervals overlap, there is no significant moderating effect of the SOC scale version, PTSD measure, the rigour of DSM criterion A, type of trauma or the duration of the traumatic stressor. However, there are two moderator sublevels that can be considered as homogeneous. Traumas following Holocaust and war were related to less heterogeneity (*I*^2^ = 29.38), and can be regarded as a homogeneous subgroup \[*Q*(6) = 8.32, *p* = .215\]. With regard to the duration of the traumatic stressor, longer lasting traumas were associated with less heterogeneity (*I*^2^ = 14.70% vs *I*^2^ = 78.77%), reflected in a non-significant *Q* statistic \[*Q*(8) = 9.59, *p* = .295\].10.1080/20008198.2018.1562839-T0007Table C2.Results for the interval scaled moderator variables (outliers included).Analysis*kτ*^2^*QM*df*p~QM~R*^2^*Q*df*p~Q~I*^2^Publication year47.021.371.2425.68612.8545\< .00188.72Percentage of females (%)47.02.001.93.07695.3845\< .00189.06Age45.025.731.01714.21611.8443\< .00188.09[^12][^13]

Finally, no moderating effect was found for year of publication, gender imbalance per sample or participants' mean age. However, including the outliers, the mean age per sample had a significant impact on the effect size per sample \[*QM*(1) = 5.73, *p* = .017\] and accounted for 14.21 % of the variance. [Figure C1](#F0007) (see [Appendix C](#app0003)) shows the relationship between samples' mean age and the reported correlation, highlighting both a trend towards stronger correlations between SOC and PTSD symptoms in higher age and a lack of studies in elderly populations. Therefore, the moderating effect was tested using a non-parametric weighted correlation which resulted in a significantly reduced association of age and the correlation coefficient per sample (*r~s~* = −.07, *p* \< .001), which remained significant because of the large sample size.

### 3.5.1.. Interrelatedness of moderator variables {#S0003-S2005-S3001}

[Table 4](#T0004) displays the correlations between the investigated moderator variables. A more recent publication year was related to the investigation of high-risk samples instead of samples that ensured a stringent criterion A on an individual basis (*r* = .27). Samples with a higher proportion of females more frequently used the shorter version of the SOC scale (*r* = −.40) and the PDS instead of the IES(-R) (*r* = .32). Older samples were more frequently studied using versions of the PDS (*r* = .32), and tended to be high-risk populations (*r* = .29). The longer version of Antonovsky's SOC scale was more often used in samples with ensured stringent criterion A (*r* = .31). The latter were also associated with the use of the IES(-R) for PTSD symptom assessment (*r* = .22). Longer traumatic stressors were more frequently studied in older samples (*r *= .67) and in high-risk populations compared to samples that ensured criterion A on an individual basis (*r *= .65). Furthermore, samples with longer traumatic stressors were more frequently assessed using the short version of the SOC scale (*r *= −.27).

3.6.. Analysis of publication bias {#S0003-S2006}
----------------------------------

The funnel plot showed no substantial asymmetry in terms of missing small effect sizes. Correspondingly, a rank correlation test on funnel plot asymmetry remained non-significant (Kendall's *τ* = −.10, *p* = .315). In addition, the results of the trim-and-fill method to control for a potential influence of publication bias are displayed in [Figure 6](#F0006) for all samples including the outliers. The plot indicates that the algorithm added seven samples on the left side of the effect size distribution. This side represents numerically larger effect sizes, and consequently the inclusion of the artificially amended samples would increase the estimated mean effect to *M*(*r*) = −.44. Therefore, it is unlikely that the meta-analytical results are strongly influenced by publication bias. At the most, the present publication bias leads to an underestimation of the mean population effect.10.1080/20008198.2018.1562839-F0004Figure 4.Forest plot of the meta-analysis including all samples.10.1080/20008198.2018.1562839-F0005Figure 5.Results of the influence statistics as the basis for outlier identification. The outliers identified by the influence analyses are marked by a circle. Study numbers correspond to those in the forest plot.10.1080/20008198.2018.1562839-F0006Figure 6.Trim-and-fill funnel plot of the main analysis with all samples including the amended effect sizes (white points).

3.7.. Influence of small samples {#S0003-S2007}
--------------------------------

The correction based on Henmi and Copas ([2010](#CIT0033)) resulted in a larger mean effect size of *M*(*r*) = −.53 with wider confidence bounds \[−.40 ≥ *M*(*r*) ≥ −.66\] in comparison to *M*(*r*) = −.41, \[−.36 ≥ *M*(*r*) ≥ −.46\] resulting from the main analysis including all samples. Applying the same correction after outlier exclusion provided an only slightly increased mean population effect, i.e. *M*(*r*) = −.40 \[−.35 ≥ *M*(*r*) ≥ −.45\] in contrast to *M*(*r*) = −.39 \[−.35 ≥ *M*(*r*) ≥ −.43\]. Concerning the analyses of nominally scaled moderating variables, applying the correction did not result in a change in the pattern of results \[mean change in *M*(*r*) = .03, *SD* = .05\]. To conclude, the correction for small samples suggests that the mean effect size estimations are not strongly affected by small samples.

4.. Discussion {#S0004}
==============

This study, based on 47 samples, is the first to meta-analyse the relationship between SOC and PTSD symptom severity. The results show a significant negative correlation of *M*(*r*) = −.41, or *M*(*r*) = −.39 if corrected for outlying samples. The findings indicate that high levels of SOC are linked to less severe PTSD symptoms in the aftermath of a traumatic or stressful life event. Differences in SOC account for 17% (or 15% if corrected for outliers) of the variance in PTSD symptom severity. Moreover, the results of the trim-and-fill analyses underline that the mean correlation can be regarded as a conservative estimation. At the most, the current analysis underestimates the mean relationship between SOC and PTSD symptoms by missing larger effect sizes in terms of numerically greater negative correlations. Thus, the current meta-analysis clearly highlights the relevance of SOC as a crucial correlate of PTSD symptoms in the aftermath of a stressful or traumatic life event.

However, the mean effect size cannot be generalized to all PTSD samples owing to substantial remaining heterogeneity. Therefore, various moderator variables (i.e. SOC measure, PTSD measure, DSM criterion A, trauma type and duration of traumatic stressors) were investigated, but none of them significantly influenced the variance in sample effect sizes. Yet, smaller heterogeneity in some subgroups can be noted. For instance, studies investigating the relationship of SOC and PTSD symptom severity after Holocaust and war trauma \[*M*(*r*) = −.47\] can be considered as homogeneous based on *Q* statistics and a smaller *I*^2^-value. Moreover, a longer duration of the traumatic stressor (e.g. war experiences) was also linked to a strong association \[*M*(*r*) = −.45\] and the absence of heterogeneity. Furthermore, including the outliers, a significant moderating effect for age was found, showing a stronger association in elderly samples. However, as this effect was mainly driven by one outlying sample, it should be interpreted with caution.

The finding that Holocaust and war traumas were associated with a relatively strong relationship between SOC and PTSD symptom severity after the exclusion of the outlying samples is interesting in the context of the origin of the salutogenic theory, as Antonovsky initially developed his concept of salutogenesis based on qualitative interviews with Holocaust survivors (Mittelmark et al., [2017](#CIT0052)). In this context, SOC was defined as an underlying global orientation that enables individuals to cope in spite of exposure to adverse life events. Against this background, SOC may be particularly relevant -- and in turn more strongly related to PTSD symptom severity -- for traumatic experiences related to a fundamental erosion of central human assumptions (see shattered assumptions theory) (Janoff-Bulman, [1989](#CIT0040)), such as war-related experiences, which constitute an enduring human-induced traumatization. Its specific relevance to these stressors may also be reflected in the identified strong and less heterogeneous association of SOC and PTSD symptom severity for enduring traumatic stressors. As outlined in the aforementioned model, an initially high SOC may function in a protective manner during the traumatic experience itself, since it may provide the individual with confidence in their ability to cope with the enduring adversity by using (G)RR. Furthermore, in the aftermath of a trauma, individuals with higher SOC levels may recover over time and resume their prior assumptions of a *per se* structured and controllable world. In addition, they may even experience post-traumatic growth (Tedeschi & Calhoun, [1996](#CIT0068)). Such a positive psychological change in the aftermath of challenging life experiences has also been shown to be positively correlated with SOC, and particularly its meaningfulness component (Forstmeier, Kuwert, Spitzer, Freyberger, & Maercker, [2009](#CIT0029); Nishi, Matsuoka, & Kim, [2010](#CIT0054)), and is in turn linked to a weaker psychopathological symptom burden in the long term (Kimhi, Eshel, Zysberg, Hantman, & Enosh, [2010](#CIT0044); but see Hobfoll et al., [2007](#CIT0036)). However, further longitudinal studies need to establish a potentially causal relationship.

Furthermore, irrespective of its identified significant moderating effect in the sample including the outliers, no strong conclusions can be drawn with respect to the moderating role of age. Most of the included studies reported findings from middle-aged adults and only five studies investigated populations older than 60 years, of which one found an exceptionally large correlation (*r* = .85), between SOC and PTSD symptom severity (Ferrajão & Oliveira, [2016](#CIT0025)). In light of the numerically small non-parametric weighted correlation of *r* per sample and age and the non-significant moderator effect after excluding the aforementioned study as an outlier, this finding should be regarded as mainly outlier driven. Furthermore, all studies reporting findings in elderly people were predominantly concerned with war traumas and Holocaust survivors, which may have further boosted the mean correlation.

An important constraint of the current meta-analysis concerns the standard measurement of SOC: almost all studies used either the short or the long version of Antonovsky's ([1987](#CIT0008), [1993](#CIT0009)) SOC scale or language-specific short versions (Schumacher, Wilz, Gunzelmann, & Brähler, [2000](#CIT0064)). The fact that nearly all studies used one of the two outlined versions of Antonovsky's SOC scale has to be noted: on the one hand, the consistent use of questionnaires derived from the same author may have reduced unsystematic variance that could have arisen owing to different measurements; on the other hand, the results are limited to the conceptualization of SOC within this specific instrument. As described above, the SOC scales by Antonovsky have been criticized because of psychometric and conceptual problems (Bachem & Maercker, [2018](#CIT0010); Gruszczynska, [2006](#CIT0032)). These problems may have influenced the results of the current meta-analysis since Antonovsky's SOC scales may predominantly assess the opposite of depression or anxiousness and general mental health. If this is the case, the mean correlation may have been boosted by the strong impairment of general mental health in PTSD and potential comorbid disorders (e.g. Smith, Goldstein, & Grant, [2016](#CIT0065)). To address the criticism concerning the SOC scales, Bachem and Maercker ([2018](#CIT0010)) developed a new scale to measure SOC: the Sense of Coherence Scale -- Revised (SOC-R). In the current meta-analysis, we were unable to include a study using the new questionnaire, since none of the currently published studies using SOC-R assessed PTSD symptom severity. One study reporting correlations between SOC-R scores and childhood trauma found relatively weak correlations ranging between *r* = −.09 (physical neglect) and *r* = .12 (sexual abuse) (Mc Gee, Höltge, Maercker, & Thoma, [2017](#CIT0050)).

In summary, we found no significant moderating effect for any of the investigated variables. An explanation may be that owing to the smaller subsamples used for the moderator analyses, these analyses lacked power to detect potential effects. In particular, concerning the nominally scaled moderators, the small number of studies per level of moderator variable may account for the absence of significant effects by enlarging the confidence intervals. However, to deal with this issue, the Henmi and Copas ([2010](#CIT0033)) correction was applied, which did not produce a significant change in the patterns of findings. Regarding the interval scaled variables, all analyses were based on at least 41 samples and were thus not underpowered. Alternatively, the lack of moderating effects may be explained by complex interactions between the investigated moderators, e.g. age may be a moderator of the relationship between SOC and PTSD symptoms in the case of Holocaust and war traumas, but not for professional traumas. However, such effects could not be addressed in the current meta-analysis, as the subsamples for different combinations of moderating variables were too small in the currently available database. A further explanation for the present results may be that the remaining variance reflects random error due to poor study quality or unreported, systematically influencing factors.

The current meta-analysis is the first to emphasize the role of SOC as a robust correlate of PTSD symptom severity on a population level. However, in the theory of salutogenesis, SOC is conceptualized as a dispositional variable that influences the way in which individuals deal with adversity. All but one of the included studies assessed the relationship between both concepts using cross-sectional data collected in the aftermath of traumatic experiences or stressful life events. Hence, the current meta-analysis represents a snapshot of the investigated relationship and does not enable a better understanding of the temporal and causal influence of SOC on PTSD symptoms (or *vice versa*). The significant negative correlation could also simply reflect reduced SOC levels as a correlate of more severe PTSD symptoms. Moreover, it is also conceivable that a third variable (e.g. presence of depressive symptoms, general mental health issues) related to both SOC and PTSD symptoms may explain their association. Consequently, the current meta-analysis cannot solve the question of whether SOC functions as an early developed and stable resistance factor, or whether it is sensitive to traumatic experiences.

From a theoretical perspective, the focus on zero-order correlations may be problematic. There are two important theoretical approaches in PTSD research that may predict a non-linear relationship between SOC and PTSD, which cannot be investigated using a meta-analysis based on zero-order correlations. According to schema-based theories, individuals with high SOC levels (i.e. extremely positive schemas about themselves and the world) may be at higher risk for developing PTSD, as traumatic events cannot easily be integrated into their existing schemas (Horowitz, [1986](#CIT0039)). Similarly, based on the aforementioned shattered assumptions theory, it is plausible to assume that people with inflexible and rigid belief systems, such as people with extremely low or high SOC, have a greater risk for developing PTSD (e.g. Janoff-Bulman, [1989](#CIT0040)). However, since there were few data for the predicted non-linear relationship between SOC and PTSD, the current meta-analysis exclusively relied on zero-order correlations. Kazmierczak, Strelau, and Zawadzki ([2012](#CIT0042)) assessed both linear and curvilinear components of the relationship between SOC and PTSD symptoms after motor vehicle accidents and found evidence for a linear negative correlation. However, a curvilinear relationship was described for a subgroup of individuals with low PTSD risk factors. Correspondingly, Dudek and Szymczak ([2011](#CIT0021)) also found a curvilinear relationship between SOC and PTSD symptom severity on a descriptive level. However, this trend did not reach significance in spite of their large sample size.

Further studies are needed that simultaneously assess SOC and other resilience-related and health-benefiting factors, such as trait-resilience, self-efficacy, locus of control and coping mechanisms, as well as a wider range of outcome measures, including burnout symptoms, depression and general psychological distress. Based on the definition of SOC as a global orientation and its additional implications for dynamic coping processes, other resilience-related and health-benefiting factors may conceivably act as correlates or mediators of predisposing high SOC levels. Hence, studies could identify SOC's incremental validity above other factors and how these correlate with SOC and mediate its relationship with outcome measures. Thereby, stronger conclusions could be drawn concerning the mechanisms by which SOC may influence different health outcomes.

With regard to further meta-analyses addressing the impact of SOC on PTSD, research needs to close existing gaps related to potential moderator variables. The current state of research precludes the examination of the relationships between SOC and PTSD symptom severity for distinct trauma types. In the present meta-analysis the different trauma types were confounded: it was not possible to assess the distinct effect of interpersonal versus accidental traumas or of type I (single-incident) versus type II (longer enduring exposure) traumas, as all interpersonal traumas were type II and all accidental traumas were type I. Moreover, findings on the correlation between SOC and accidental type II traumas, such as enduring natural disasters, were almost entirely missing.

Finally, future studies should make use of a wider variety of instruments to assess SOC. The current results suggest that the high mean correlation between SOC and PTSD symptoms may be influenced by the prevalent use of scales developed by Antonovsky ([1987](#CIT0008), [1993](#CIT0009)). Therefore, it will be up to future studies to investigate the relationship between SOC and PTSD symptoms using both Antonovsky's SOC scales ([1987](#CIT0008), [1993](#CIT0009)) and SOC-R (Bachem & Maercker, [2018](#CIT0010)), and to examine and compare their predictive validities.

From a treatment research point of view, the relevance of SOC as an outcome of psychotherapy is crucial, as low levels of SOC may be a risk factor for physical and mental disorders (Eriksson & Lindström, [2006](#CIT0024)), including PTSD (Engelhard et al., [2003](#CIT0023)). If psychotherapy did not achieve the normalization of altered SOC levels, even successfully treated patients would still have an enhanced risk for redeveloping PTSD in case of exposure to another traumatic event. One study reported an increase in SOC following a trauma-focused group therapy for women who had been sexually abused during their childhood (Lundqvist, Svedin, Hansson, & Broman, [2006](#CIT0049)). However, a sufficient database to answer this question is still lacking. Hence, the current findings particularly highlight the relevance of further research focusing on the modification of SOC within the course of PTSD and its treatment. With respect to clinical practice, three types of studies are required. First, further prospective studies should evaluate the role of low SOC levels as a risk factor for PTSD development. Secondly, provided that low SOC constitutes a risk factor, it would be of interest to investigate whether SOC can be enhanced in high-risk populations by making use of SOC-targeting interventions (e.g. Ando, Natsume, Kukihara, Shibata, & Ito, [2011](#CIT0006)) and whether such training would result in a reduced risk of developing PTSD. Thirdly, SOC levels as part of the larger resilience framework should be increasingly assessed as an outcome measure of trauma-focused therapy (Reyes, Kearney, Lee, Isla, & Estrada, [2018](#CIT0059)).

To summarize, for the first time, the current meta-analysis provided an estimate of the population effect of the relationship between SOC and PTSD symptom severity, based on 47 independent samples including 10,883 individuals, showing a robust significant mean correlation of *M*(*r*) = −.41, *M*(*r*) = −.39 if excluding four outliers. Low SOC scores are associated with more severe PTSD symptoms in the aftermath of a traumatic or stressful life event. However, there is a significant amount of remaining heterogeneity among the effect sizes that could not be sufficiently explained by any of the considered moderator variables. Consequently, future prospective studies need to investigate SOC's potential causal impact on the development and course of PTSD.

These findings show that SOC is the strongest predictor of PTSD symptom severity, above trait-resilience in paramedics (Streb, Häller & Michael, 2016) and above mindfulness in World War II survivors (Glück et al., [2016](#CIT0031)). Both studies use cross-sectional designs and can thus not provide a valid explanation of the identified incremental validity. Based on the salutogenic theory, one might argue that SOC measures reflect a more holistic assessment of coping processes than the other two concepts.

Antonovsky initially differentiated generalized (e.g. self-esteem, self-regulation competences) and specific resistance resources (e.g. clinical supervision, staff support systems). Neither Antonovsky nor the ensuing salutogenic research focused much on their distinction. Therefore, the current meta-analysis does not differentiate between them. If both generalized and specific resistance resources are addressed, this is highlighted by using the abbreviation (G)RR.

Seven publications use different SOC measures: Life Attitude Profile -- Revised (LAP-R) in Mehnert et al. ([2012](#CIT0051)) and Sense of Coherence Scale -- 9-item version (SOC-L9) in Streb et al. ([2014](#CIT0066)). In five other cases the precise name of the measure was not reported.
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10.1080/20008198.2018.1562839-F0007Figure C1.Moderating effect of age on the relationship between sense of coherence and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) symptoms. Smaller dots indicate larger standard errors, i.e. more precise findings are shown as larger dots.
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